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 DR.VN.BRIMS , NATIONAL FINANCE SUMMIT  was organised on  Saturday, 11th January , 2014 at  

Panini Auditorium Thane. The theme of the national summit was: “TRENDS IN CORPORATE 

FINANCE ”. Various eminent speakers from the corporate and banking sector delivered excellent 

speeches in the seminar while exploring   the diverse   aspects of   corporate  finance. During 

Welcome address . Dr. Amit Padmakar Oak ,Director. Dr. V. N. BRIMS , said that “ Functional 

Summits conducted in Institutes helps breaching gap between industry and academics, . He 

further explained  the importance of  Corporate finance in risk identification  and mitigation of 

risk .He elaborated on capital structure, capital budgeting and decision related to Investments, . 

He expressed his ideas on the theme of the national summit &said that such national summit 

deliberations provide unique platform to address current ways, and means for tackling topical  

issues related to the society, economy and country as a whole. 

 

Dr. P.M. KelkarDean. Dr. V. N. BRIMS started  his speech by explaining importance of  corporate 

finance  by explaining  interdependency of various fields like HR, operation, Marketing, and its 

contribution in making various corporate  decisions. He touched upon various topics like current 

market Scenario ,In-direct taxes,  Tax evasions, GDP growth,  FDI, various aspects of different 

sectors and its impact on Indian economy..While explaining the role and responsibilities  of MBA 

students he added that , MBA students can contribute in various aspects of business  such as  

pricing decisions ,analyzing Annual reports,  making innovations in business model, and  

activities like negotiating with suppliers which  provides  MBA students  an edge over other 

professionals.. He informed that  IT sector has 25% share in GDP, and has made significant 

growth  in market. He further informed ed that, Agriculture is no longer major employment 

sector, as it has less than 50% share  in GDP . While explaining use of IT  he mentioned , use of  

Digital signatures importance of  implementation of  IFRS, and increase in number of  Scam. 

Furthermore he emphasised the importance of IT, in financial market and financial sector  role of  

ERP in financial reports. 

 

While talking   about the genesis of the national summit Dr. Guruprasad Murthy,Director General 

Dr. V. N. BRIMS started his presentation by  explaining meaning of Trends, and corporate finance  

in India’s Incs. He  said, Trends in finance have taken U turn because of Paradigm shifts, including 

socialization, control, and regulations. Talking about Post liberalization period, he explained that 

conditions, policies measures, contributed in improving financial situations of India, and 

Globalization has set its path towards economic growth and development .Talking further about 

India, he added that, it’s a highest tax paying nation, and tax rate is now reduced from 95% taxes 

to 30% taxes, which is promoting growth and investments. He talked about Result resource 

ratio, the very aim of corporate finance and added that, decisions related to Sales, cost, 

Investments are the ways for improving Return on Investment. He Explained how business 

equations, have changed, which has led to changes in Syllabus in  cost related subjects. He added 

that Economies of scales are important for Cost saving and cost cutting. 



 

1.  He further explained Graphs based on Top companies in U.S, Japan, China, India. and 

suggested that india has a long way to go, if it wants to become World power, He 

explained short term&  long term interest rates,  in India there by quoting an examples of 

Sun TV and  told Equity equals to  Debt concept many not be equal in all the Business 

situations. Talking about other economies like Japan and China, he added Interest rates 

are negative in these two economies, and hence they are not facing huge problems like 

what USA is facing Today of Depression, and Post Recession effects . During  the end of his 

presentation  he also covered topics including   economic theories, its relevance in  

current markets. Insider trading , and Ethical practices  

The keynote speaker for the national summit Dr. Vishnu Kanhere (C.A)   talked about State of Art 

in Corporate Finance in India Inc He began his  keynote address   with the statement that, 

Finance is essential for any Economy, it is a source and sink of economic activities, and lifeblood 

of Entrepreneurial activity. He further referred Meltdown of 2008 as a important event in 

finance, as it helped and shaped policies of various countries, and changed  the overall   

landscape and outlook of finance .While Talking about 1991 LPG (Liberalization Privatization & 

Globalization), he added that, Competition change occurred and also led to increase in 

availability of finance in India. His well expressed speech touched   upon all issues of various 

sectors 

1. He explained changes in Trends in India comparing pre-independence period till Today, in 

explaining Corporate finance Trends. 

2. He added growth in Middle class after post-independence and therefore emergence of FDI 

in India. 

3. He said, Corporate   finance is much more Organized today, than Pre-liberalization period, 

thus decision making is much easy today. Also he emphasized on rise in cash flows, and 

tax, and focus on customer expectations Post 1991. Also he added, income from financial 

assets have gone down. 

4. Talking about Current Market Scenario , he emphasized on concept called ‘Present Pause’ 

which is pause in economic growth that India is going through, it is facing this situation 

after economic growth it showed during Global Meltdown of 2008. Continuing on same, he 

added that  Current situation needs Emergence of Super Regulator, tougher financial 

norms for Banks, not just guidelines of RBI, IRBI, and SEBI alone. 

He suggested solutions for the problems like, starting new lending system to fund projects of 

businesses, more emphasis on Electronic Fund Transfer. and Concluded with Statement,” People 

should move from expecting consistency but accept Ambiguity”. He enlightened audience by 

highlighting data about the economic conditions prevailing in the country. He said that the 

Indian GDP should grow at 7 to 8% over the next 5 years and the Economical slowdown is not a 

permanent affair. He suggested that the Companies need to be less risk averse and quicker in 

taking decisions on mitigating strategies.  

Mr. Ashwin Kumar Sharma,Former SBI Senior Deputy Manager, SBI  began by explaining 

meaning of Corporate Finance, which is part of Capital Budgeting, Capital Structuring, and 



Working Capital Management.  He explained Present Challenges like, Global financial Crisis, high 

inflation, Volatile exchange rates, complex and ever changing laws. He elaborated role of banks 

and its requirement in growing needs of corporate sector. 

1. He further explained phases of Indian economy based on GDP growth at different phases. 

And added about the challenges India faces of providing World class Infrastructure in 

various sectors. 

2. He again emphasized on vital role which banks played post liberalization of funding 

through ADR & GDR (American Depository Receipt & Global Depository Receipt). 

3. He explained, problems in Corporate are mainly due to weak growth in manufacturing 

sector (Referred RBI Survey of 2009-10). And also told that lack of policy reforms causing 

further damages to corporate sector. 

4. He added, that above problems and issues has had an serious Impact on banking sector, 

and mainly on Profits of banks and Credit demand. 

5. Talking about current Economic Slowdown, he added that it has further more hampered 

demand of Credit and growth of banking sector fell from 24% to 12.8% in 2012-13.  And 

led in growth of NPAs (Non-Performing Assets) by 5.8% (March 2013) from 3.1 (March 

2012), another major issues he discussed were Stall, delays in projects, Rupee 

Depreciation causing more problems for Banks. 

6. He explained some measures taken by banks to overcome its losses, like Strengthening 

credit appraisal method, credit risk mitigation mechanism, and recovery processes. 

7. Also Banks are evaluating Corporate governance structure of borrowers to avoid frauds, 

also quality of Board (BOD) is discussed now before or during sanction of loans, an 

important change in Trend. 

8. He explained steps taken by RBI like emphasis on Bond Markets as a lending option for 

corporate sector apart from just bank loans.  

9. He emphasized on Infrastructural financing improvement to happen, if India’s economy is 

to grow in coming future. 

10.  He concluded with the Statement, “Bankers and Corporate sector have mutual interest in 

growth and thus are important in Economic growth in Challenging markets to generate 

opportunities”. 

 

The next distinguish speaker for the national summit Mr. Sandeep Gopal Gokhale Group 

President – Natural Resources & Business Development at JSW Group shared his views on topic: 

Perspective of Line Manager on Trends in Corporate Finance 

 

1. He began by saying, Objective of any Corporate is to create Shareholder Value to achieve 

long term growth.He further added, Sustainability is important, and can be achieved with 

vertical integrated operations and generating value from all levels, i.e. having everything 

under grasp.He also explained difference in Infrastructure projects and other projects and 

risks involved in to them.He said personally he has  negative opinion about equity analysts 

and their short term goal perspective towards any Business, which creates pressure  on 

corporate companies to make short term goals rather than long term. 

2. He further explained negative impact of FDI, Fiscal deficit, GDP, EXIM policies, Tax rates on 

growth of Corporate sector, and added that, people today are bothered more about 

Consumption, Expenses rather than Investments, Savings. 



3. He also emphasized on nature of most of the Investors to take Exit option when situation 

becomes un-certain, causing further problems of functioning of Business. 

4. He further added that, Corporate sector currently prefers Strategic Investor who will have 

confidence on Business and its practices, than financial investor who has short term goals 

and may not stay with company during hard times. 

5. He concluded by giving an example of General Electric, a top company since 60 years, and 

still is progressing, something which every Company should learn for achieving Long-term 

Growth. 

 

While  presenting views on  Topic: Strategic Financial Management  Mr. Omkar Sawant Leads 

PAN India Team at CRISIL Research said, CFOs objective is to create Shareholder value by 

increasing Market value of company, and can be done by taking important operations and 

investment decisions. 

1. He talked about ESO (Employee Stock Option), an important change in Trend in Finance, 

‘Dividend Payment’ as a positive financial signal, and current Trend, i.e. giving dividend 

increases Shareholders confidence in company He added that keeping divided rate stable 

every year is a key for Stable Growth. 

2. He explained the investment decisions that are taken by Companies, mainly for increasing 

Return on Equity, and Borrowing He also added that, Credit Ratings, Corporate Control 

and other factors also affect borrowing decisions of a Firm. He explained the concept of 

ECB (External Commercial Borrowings) in Business Environment used by some 

companies today for their Borrowings for Business and Projects. Gave example Indian 

Company, IDEA Cellular, who uses ECB for its borrowings. 

3. In the end, he explained few Internal risk management and External rick management 

Techniques used by Today’s companies such as Future Contracts and Future markets to 

Minimize or cover risk in financial  

 

After the enthusiastic & motivated speeches in the morning session of the national summit, the 

high power panel discussion was done amongst following eminent speakers  Mr.S.Krishnan 

Former, forex Treasury dealer, Dr. VBS Reddy, CEO ,Lybar capital advisors ltd and our alumni Ms. 

Sampada Sawant , Morgan Stanley and Mr. Suhas Kakade, Siemens India Ltd.  The session was 

chaired by  Mrs.S.S.Jape Assistant professor,DR.VN.BRIMS The finance summit was concluded 

with vote of thanks and distribution of certificates  to winners of students  of  e-completion 

conducted for one week  on the same theme. .The audience was thrilled to watch some of the 

remarkable presentations of the delegates. The response for the national summit was 

encouraging & well received by the audience.  

 
 


